This paper explores the nature of intergenerational play and opportunities for technologies to mediate playful activities. We report on a cultural probe study of four extended families and introduce the Magic Box as a new probe for understanding playful engagement at a distance.
problem and responding with policies and programs [1] , but the solutions are not simple. Widespread use of telephony and email for managing long distance grandparenting is easing the burden, but these technologies do not sufficiently mitigate the grandparent-grandchild separation [2] . A richer support for common intergenerational activity is required. Rather than investigating information exchange (such as email and telephony), we focus on the more common grandparent-grandchild activity, play.
Grandparents
There has been an explosion of interest in technology for the elderly. This research focus is understandable given recent demographic changes. However much of the research characterizes the elderly as frail, impaired, and in need of support. Indeed, some elderly are in poor health, and research that provides access to services and helps to keep them in their home longer [e.g. 8] is vital. However, not all elderly people are impaired, or if they have health issues these are often managed with appropriate care. Many elderly people remain active and lead fulfilling lives well into old age.
Our research examines the part older people can play in their grandchildren's lives. We are cognizant of their possible physical impairments, but these are not the focus of our work. We are interested in their role as mentors, caregivers, story-tellers and playmates.
Play
Technologies for connecting distant family members have typically involved information exchanges and purposeful messaging systems [e.g. 5]. However grandparent-grandchild interactions are often opportunistic, incidental and playful. Grandparentgrandchild interactions tend to involve a high proportion of phatic exchanges [3] , i.e. interactions that do not specifically aim to exchange facts or information but act to strengthen social bonds. Playful activity is an example of a phatic interaction.
Play is common between grandparents and children and is crucial to relationship building. A range of research explores the nature of children's play [4] , yet little examines intergenerational play. Research focused on the grandparenting relationship tends to focus on practical issues such as gaining access to grandchildren or the challenges of raising grandchildren, rather than opportunities for fun and leisure. There is a dearth of literature which examines intergenerational play, or technologies to support it.
An exception is Cur-Ball [7] , a game where the senior player throws a ball and tries to avoid obstacles constructed by a younger player far away. The device was inspired by research examining older people's social and leisure activities. Similarly, our research aims to understand the nature of intergenerational play with a view to support it directly.
The detailed study of intergenerational activity will help understand playful interaction between grandparents and grandchildren and how they manage their physical and social differences. In order to address these issues, we adopted a cultural probes approach and included a new probe, the Magic Box.
Magic Box
Cultural probes are well suited to explore intergenerational play because they provide a mechanism for capturing longitudinal data about activity that is difficult to express. Probes give participants a voice to interpret and explain their own practices. While there has been some interest in designing probes for and with families generally [5, 11] and with children specifically [6] there is little research that documents the design of intergenerational cultural probes. In order to explore intergenerational communication across distributed homes, we need to respond to the defining characteristics of intergenerational play. Traditionally, cultural probes require participants to reflect upon their personal life. However young children typically find unprovoked reflection (e.g. diary) difficult, so we require a probe that more directly connects with another person rather that being inwardly focused.
We introduce a cultural probe called the Magic Box that is appealing to the very young and elderly and evokes the connectedness between them. The Magic Box (figure 1) is colorful and attractive suggesting mystical qualities. The magic box carries gifts, toys, photos, souvenirs, messages and other special things. Each evening a 'magic fairy' (in reality a hard-working researcher) exchanges the Magic Box between the homes of the grandparents and the grandchildren.
The Magic Box is comparable to the Peek-A-Drawer device [10] , where a photograph of an object placed in a chest of draw appears in another far away. Both devices are box-like and aim to support the exchange of everyday items (favorite toys, artwork, schoolwork). However, the Magic Box allows the exchange of actual objects, rather than just their representation. Also, the Magic Box is constrained by the Magic Fairy who only comes once a day, whereas Peek-A-Drawer is available on demand. These features of the Magic Box generates interesting insights, as we discuss later.
Research Design
We recruited four families to participate in a two week study (table 1) . Each family consists of at least one grandparent aged 61 to 89 years old, and two or more grandchildren, aged between 2 and 10 years, living in separate households from the grandparents. Each grandparent usually had some form of contact with their grandchildren (e.g. telephone or visit) at least once a week. The structure of the two week study was:
introduce the study to both families (one hour) grandparents and grandchildren use cultural probes (including postal envelopes/boxes) to record and reflect on intergenerational relationship (one week) researcher's interview both families about their experience over the previous week and introduce the Magic Box (one hour) grandparents and grandchildren use Magic Box each day to exchange items (one week) researcher's interview both families about their experience over the previous week (one hour)
The probe pack included scrapbooks, catchphrases on colored labels (e.g., "I love it when we …"), a Polaroid camera, stationary items (stickers, stencils, pens, crayons, scissors etc.) and postage items (padded post bags, small boxes, cardboard tubes, stamps etc.) to facilitate postal exchanges between households.
In the second week all the postage items were replaced with the Magic Box. Each household was asked to place something in the box. The Magic Boxes were placed on the doorstep and during the night, the 'Magic Box fairy' swapped the boxes. (68) Arthur (70) Abby (6) Aaron (9) family B Betty (61) Bruce (65) Bella (2.5)
Bronte (4) family C Cliff (65) Colleen (64) Cassie (2) Callum (4) family D Donna (81) Donald (89) Danny (3) Domenic (8) Darcy (10) 
Results

Family A
and it sparked the idea for a range of items which were exchanged in the Magic Box. Agatha primarily used her scrapbook as a journal or diary, which took account of the events of each day. Her reflections were often written in the third person. Agatha included a range of items in her scrapbook including theatre tickets, copies of letters she sent to the grandchildren, and Polaroid photographs of their granddad (her husband) who was unwell at the time.
The Magic Box exchanges elicited much richer data. Agatha reported in interviews that Aaron's early query had motivated her to find photographs of herself and other family members as a child. Thus, on the first day, she sent the grandchildren school photos inviting them to "find your mum" (Figure 2 ). Other nights she sent photographs with a family relationship highlighted (brothers and sisters, weddings etc.) and a query. The children examined the photos (and later a series of slides through a slide viewer), noted the answers and return them to the grandparents in the magic box. 'Families' was also apparent in some of the items the children sent to their grandmother such as 'families' of insects and toy horses sent for safe keeping.
Family B Bronte (4) and Bella (2½) produced a scrapbook with much support from their mother. It included a range of photographs taken by the children and other tactile media including stickers and corrugated paper not included in the probe pack. Their grandmother, Betty's (61) book clearly addressed her grandchildren. It included a range of brightly colored and tactile media that would be interesting for preschoolers to play with and touch including a finger puppet, stickers, anecdotal stories, pictures, feathers and stamps.
The children's contributions to the Magic Box were drawn from their daily activities. For example, one day they visited a farm and sent Betty some mementos of the farm visit including plaster of Paris animals they had made and painted, and a cowpat. The grandmother sent the grandchildren various items the grandchildren could use in creative play, including soaps, teddy bears, dolls that had been their mother's, bubble mixtures, craft eggs and feathers (Figure 3 ). Fairies featured predominately in the magic box exchange -the grandmother sent fairy pencils and a fairy tooth box.
Family C
There was a nature theme to the scrapbooks and Magic Box exchanges of Family C. Callum's (4) scrapbook included pictures he had drawn of birds including rainbow lorikeets and photographs of feathers. This theme continued in the Magic Box. Both parties sent books and DVDs about whales, koalas, cockatoos, etc. On two occasions the children sent drawings of native birds and twice they sent cuttings from local trees. They also sent a prized peacock feather, silverbeet they had grown and Callum sent a forget-me-not flower he had grown from seed. Their mother reported that while the children did not initiate these activities they had been active in making and finding items for the Magic Box. The grandparents forwarded two robins and a bird nest made from seedpods by the great-grandfather (Figure 4) and stories the children's father had written as a child. Both parties sent home-made chocolates to each other on the final day of the exchange.
Family D
The children in family D chose to draw and write notes in the scrapbook, then tear them out and post them to their grandparents. Their grandmother, Donna's first language is Italian. Her scrapbook was written entirely in Italian in a diary format. She used the Polaroid camera and stickers available in the probe pack.
Family D's Magic Box exchange was different from the other families in that Donna tended to buy gifts (e.g. pens, pencil cases, sweets) to give to the children. Much of the exchanges were food-related, including home-grown vegetables, and home-made food. There was a Christmas theme to many of the exchanges; items included Christmas tea towels, door-hanging and rattle and Darcy (10) made a Christmas lunch invitation written in Italian. Donna reported that this invitation was her favourite item received via the Magic Box.
Both grandparents and grandchildren exchanged jigsaw puzzles. In family interviews it was stated that this was a favorite pastime of the extended family. They often had a jigsaw set-up in the spare room and everyone contributed to it over a period of time until completed. Like the other families an exchange of special food (in this case home-made chocolate chip muffins) was made on the final day of the Magic Box.
Discussion
The Magic Box is an exciting and successful medium for the exchange of tangible objects between grandparents and their grandchildren. All families contributed items in a thoughtful and thought-provoking way, thereby providing insights into the substance of the intergenerational relationship. Like all adult-child relationship, the intergenerational one is asymmetric. Nevertheless, both parties initiated and responded to items provided by their counterparts in their own particular ways. Several themes emerged from the data. We briefly discuss a few here.
Grandparents want to share family history with their grandchildren. For example Agatha attempted to engage Abby and Aaron in game-playing about family history (e.g. "find you mama in the photo"). This concern was, in itself, provoked by her grandson wondering "what grandma looked like as a teenager".
The Magic box provoked creative play. The mother of the family B grandchildren said that the items received in the Magic Box (bubble mixture, teddy bears, dolls, decorative hair clips etc.) became part of the children's everyday lives and became integrated into their play. The bears went on car trips with the family, the bubbles were played with in the garden, the dolls were pushed around the house in pushchairs and the craft eggs were carried in the girls' handbags wherever they went.
It is apparent that there was a 'magical focus' to much of the media sent. Family B was very engaged with the idea of the Magic Box fairy; the mother wrote that "the magic box fairy was a highlight of the project" but that "we could not find any fairies (at the bottom of the garden) like the one that takes and brings our boxes". In contrast, this magical element to the Magic Box was missing from Family C. Although the children were engaged with the idea of the Magic Box, the notion of a 'Magic Box fairy' was unimportant. They said this was because they are a family of 'scientists'. Family D's exchange of jigsaw puzzles can be construed as an invitation to engage in intergenerational play. Each family member can contribute to the game according to their availability until the puzzle is completed by all the family members. In this sense the puzzles act as a focus for intergenerational play and can transcend time and spatial limitations.
Food was an important mediator of family relationships. Gifts where there had been an investment of time or labour (as in home-grown vegetables or home-made muffins) were prized ( Figure 5 ). This food can contribute to intergenerational activity as was the case with family D -they made a vegetable soup from vegetables sent in the Magic Box exchange.
One grandmother commented that "I really enjoyed spending the day thinking about what to put in the Magic Box." This sense of anticipation and delight was matched by the children in the study who were usually the first ones to open the door, open the box, and play with the items. The ritual of attending to and exchanging the Magic Boxes created anticipation and excitement. Only one family reported that the daily routine of the Magic Box was demanding. The others embraced and enjoyed it.
Finally we recognized the important role that parents play in prompting and encouraging their children to work on scrapbooks and select items for the Magic Box exchange. We are refining our methods to more clearly specify and map the parents' role in facilitating the grandparent-grandchild relationship. 
